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Zürich University of the Arts situated in Toni Areal

2099 students (+ 641 in further education)

around 1500 staff members

5 departments (performing arts & film, music, design, art education, fine arts)






impressions of the workshops













Every workshop is supervised part time and from 8-17h, with exception of the Low Level workshop which is unsupervised






Different lengths according to use of heavy machinery or complexity of material specific processes



In every introduction course we talk about different aspects of using the workshop



We inform students about general and workshop specific rules and how we want them to contact us if they’ve got larger project ideas. 



Issues concerning safety whilst using machinery but also health issues such as dust, handling dangerous substances and wearing protecting clothing



Monitoni - students have a virtual account which they can top up using their debit card. Workshop staff can deduct money directly from their account and can look at 
their movements.



Students get instructed and get to try out machines under supervision. After the introduction course they’re allowed to use them with out staff supervision. 



Students get to know about different materials and should learn how to decide, which materials best suit their projects. They get to know what is available in the 
workshop and what they have to buy outside of the workshop. 



In workshops (like ceramics) where there are hardly and machines, students are mainly taught material specific techniques.



We’re working on an e-learning part which the students have to do before attending a introduction. Here they will learn about health and safety issues, paying for material 
and workshop rules. 







Two safety systems which both run over our campus card.

One system regulates entry, the other regulates machine access.

Entry as well as machine access are granted, when a student has participated in an introduction course.



The system looks like this. There are two readers next to every machine. Placing the card in the reader closes the electricity circuit and the machine can be used.



Two kinds of program. When workshop staff is around, during the day, only one campus card is needed to activate the machine. 



When no staff is around, that means in the evening and on Saturday, two campus cards are needed to activate the machine. 

This means that you’re never working with heavy machinery when you’re in the workshop.



Left reader reads and wrights the card. So for example if you block someone from using a machine, the information will be written onto the card as soon as they hold it to 
the reader. Placing the card into the right reader will close the electricity circuit.



















Pros and cons of the introduction system

Pros and cons for students:

- fast access to machinery & infrastructure

- Hands on learning

- Are allowed to work without our suprovision

- As workshops are open to all students from diffrent dep. they get to know other students fast and start helping each other

- Staff works part time so support isn’t allways granted —> this sometimes leads to tinkering

- Too much information in too little time 

- Introduction course is just an overview to what is possible and not actual training


Pros and cons for staff:

- a lot of follow up educational work 

- A lot of profs dont have practical experience so students tend to come to us about advice concerning their projects in terms of technique as well as content. This makes our job very interessting but also puts us into a bit of a sandwich position between the profs and the students

- As the school is so large it is difficult to keep an overview as to who has an introduction course. The machine system takes that off our hands.



Two main aspects we’d like to talk about or hear about you’re experiences.

One is creating systems which help us cope with a rising number of users.

This goes from setting up your workshop, to how you label things or have written directions so that certain questions get answered with out our help.


The other issue is how are you able to allow free access to users whilst maintaining a safety standard. 



For questions don’t hesitate to get in contact: louisa.goldman@zhdk.ch


